Outrageous Fortunes: How Daniel Altman Sees the Future of the Global Economy

In his latest book, *Outrageous Fortunes: The Twelve Surprising Trends That Will Reshape the Global Economy*, Daniel Altman looks at factors including geography, culture, and government policies to make predictions about the global economy in years to come. Here is a summary of what he has to say.

China will get richer, and then it will get poorer again.

The European Union will disintegrate as an economic entity.

The new colonialism will leave the colonizers and the colonized worse off in the long term.

Changing immigration policies in rich countries will worsen the brain drain from poor countries, even as they get richer.

The backlash against capitalism won’t last, but it won’t be replaced by political stability, either.

Americans will become the world’s sales force. The American commercial culture has taken over the world because it captures something that everyone seems to want: a dream life in which everyone is welcome, everyone can be rich, and everyone can be a star. The dominance of English and the Internet (an American invention) allow the American commercial machine to exploit its edge by teaching people in other countries how to sell—the American way.

As the global economy integrates, the middleman will win. Far from being replaced by direct trading between businesses and consumers, middlemen will play a vital role in the future of the global economy. Their ability to bridge languages, legal systems, cultures, and business practices will make them the gatekeepers of global commerce.

The collapse of the World Trade Organization will unlock new gains from trade.

A new set of lifestyle hubs will replace today’s business hubs. The ease of working across time zones and geographies has given rise to a new class of mobile professionals who will cluster in places where comfortable lifestyles, not a critical mass of business, are the main draw.

An enormous financial black market will arise outside of traditional centers. New regulations born of the recent crisis will send aggressive investors looking for trading environments where the old rules still apply.

Global warming will make rich countries cleaner and richer and poor countries dirtier and poorer.

The structure of political institutions will stop the world from solving its biggest problems.
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